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MINIcamouflage is for people brave enough to stand out from the crowd. It makes a clear statement 
that you don’t hide away in your shell – and that you dare to go against the flow and rebel against 
tradition. This busk+hertzog design helps you show your true colours.

MINIcamouflage has a three-dimensional effect, because each MINIcamouflage shape can be mount-
ed at three different distances from the wall. This means it’s up to you to choose the combination of 
shapes, where they are placed, and their height from the chosen surface.

Available in packs with either one or three MINIcamouflage shapes in white, plum, black, green, lime, 
dark grey as well as brushed or polished chrome.

CAMouflAge  No need to hide – not even a little
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MINIcamouflage is the work of the prize-winning danish design duo busk+hertzog. 

designs by flemming Busk and stephan B. hertzog are characterised by pure, 

uncluttered lines and a simple, direct idiom. Believing that anything decorative 

should also have a function, busk+hertzog elegantly combines practicality with 

exclusive design.

since the company was founded in 2000, busk+hertzog designs have won count-

less awards both in denmark and abroad. They can be seen all over the world 

– everywhere from major international airports to the players’ lounge of Chelsea 

football Club. several busk+hertzog designs are on permanent display at the dan-

ish Museum of Art and design, and 18 of their chairs were included at the reopen-

ing of the Museum of Modern Art in New york in 2004.
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MINIcamouflage furniture knob:  Brushed stainless   h40270810
 Polished chrome  h40270825 
 Black   h40270875 
 White  h40270876
    
 Mounting with M4 screw
 Projection   22,5 mm
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